
Discover the secret to creating consistent ,  predictable cash

flow as the go-to expert in your market .

Using your unique talents, you solve costly
problems for your dream clients. A superpower
is an activity that not only gives you energy, it
lights up your soul and differentiates you from
your competitors. Your superpower should feel
effortless...even if it stretches you beyond your
comfort zone.

Leverage is when you figure out how to apply a
little effort to create a BIG result. Shift from the
one-to-one service model as your primary
income generator so that you can expand your
reach...and your income. It's your secret to
accelerating business growth.

By consistently focusing on one key offering, to
one primary niche, you amplify your authority in
your industry through brand awareness and
make marketing a MILLION times easier. The
bonus is all the profits of keeping your
operations simple with a key irresistible offering. 

 2. LEVERAGE TIME & TALENT

3. SIMPLIFY TO MULTIPLY



When you magnetize your message, you use
language that is so compelling to your dream
clients that you and your offerings become
irresistible. Instead of chasing your next client,
you'll have prospects chasing YOU.

4. MAGNETIZE YOUR MESSAGE

Use Authority Platforms to authentically and
ethically  inspire others to follow your lead and
take action to solve their biggest problems. 
With more authority, your potential clients
recognize your credibility and start seeing YOU
as the go-to expert. 

When using a proven system, selling should
feel FRICTIONLESS. There’s no manipulation,
fear tactics or complicated scripts. It's simply
guiding someone through a series of questions  
to uncover if YOU can help them, then deciding
if you are the right fit.

5. AMPLIFY YOUR INFLUENCE

6. ZERO FRICTION SALES
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Mindset is our thoughts, beliefs and attitudes
about money and success. When we amplify
the results in our business, we have to amplify
our thinking. That’s where a BOLD Mindset
comes in. We have to be willing to step outside
our comfort zone, become more resourceful
and COMMIT to doing whatever it takes.

7. BOLD MINDSET

Known as The Authority Amplifier for expert-
entrepreneurs, Host of Amplify Your Success Podcast,
Melanie guides the Amplify Your Authority Inner
Circle (www.AmplifyInnerCircle.com) to accelerate
their path to consistent revenue by monetizing and
scaling the reach of their superpowers. If you are
ready to amplify, apply for an Amplify Audit with me
today at www.AmplifyAudit.com.

MELANIE BENSON

8. ACTIVATE MOMENTUM
Growing a business alone is exhausting. But
collaborating with other successful
entrepreneurs accelerates your growth (and
opens doors to coveted visibility and strategies).
Join a Mastermind, partner up with others and
find a coach to help you speed up the right
results and you'll be a part of a rising tide.
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http://www.amplifyinnercircle.com/
http://www.amplifyaudit.com/

